A lowcost concatenation based speech synthesis systun for German is described which combines the advantage of minimal manory requiranaus with good intelligibility and high segmental and prosodic acceptability. This is achieved by tbe multiple use of "microsegments", stretches of speech signal varying in length fiom dani-phone to phone size. AU prosodic strwmhg is cdnied out in the time &main.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the increasing availabiity of memory at deueasing cost, there is an enduring and increasing need t 0 " i z e the manary requirements for speech output systems because, firstly, it operam mainly as m accompanying facility to other primary appIications and, secondh/. it is becoming an evermore frequentty needed facility on personal computer systems. However, CCOllOmiZing on memory should not be at the expense of synthesis quality; synthesis systems have now reached a level where naDIpabrcss is becaning Againsf this background, we were challengedl to produce a realtime softwarebased concatmaion specch synthesis system of ac- 
3.SYMBOETO-SIGNAL TRANSFORMATION
The principle of miaosqmuu comamm 'onltquirain.dditian tothenormalgnphanetophonunedoxmation(lexiam~ in the present system), a set of rules for phoneme-to-mkrosegment mnsformath These take the farm of a &-phonemic input s a in which the segmental identity and, inmost cases. either the
~g o r t h e f o l l o w i m g c o n t a r t . n~T h i s d i -p h o n e m i c
string determines the microsegmmt to be selected. Different degrees of suess require segments of diffcrmt duration. The procedure for rhythmic structuring at this level is described in section4 below. unaccentcdto finally lmgthenedaccuuedsyllabk are takm from one signal segmau, which has multiple mark-; six durations per signal segment are set manually. and, for mnemonic reasons are given the 2 main labels "normal" and long" x the 3 subsidiary tams "unstressed". "standard" and "stressed". They are set on period-initial positive ze"ssings m periodic signals (this constraint does not apply to non-periodic segments), and progressively shorten the signal-segment from the centre of the origiual phone towards the segment boundary, Le. towards the initial or the final ~ansitional panof the phone. In figure 1 below, this means thattk longcftmicrosegmcnts will extend from 6 to 0, the shortest from 1 to 0. The six steps are set relative to the ud the transitional vocalic s e w are not subject to draational 
PHRASAL PROSODY
Superimposed on the word-prosodic structrne is a second level, phrasal prosody. This caters for intermediate-phrase, and intonation-phrase grouping by introducing phrase-fmal lengthening and, in the case of the intodon phrases, phrasal pauses. In addition, the accented words in each phrase are determined on the basis of local d e s derived from paaans of onthebasisof part-of-speech tagging in the lexicon. Accented words thus determined are then given increased duration at microsegmat level. Correspondingly, function words are " t i m duration relative to all lexical words. The lengthening rules are arranged so that they reflect the different syllable-inte-mal lengthening paaerns found m accenkd words vs. phraseAhal words (Campbell ,19921993; Berkovits, 1994) wordcategory sequglces and key words, identified * MELODIC STRUCTURE correspond to the the open-glottis phase, Le., where resonant information is at aminhum, and consequently spectral distortion has negligibk effects on signal quality. Modification is d e d out by using a double-sampled signal which can be partially or totally played out with single, triple. or quadruple samples. depending on the FO manipulation needs. This appoach is only possible becaxlse, as already stated, all recordings are monotone, allowing the antomatic sapaitial identification of i n d i v i i periods. Nahnaliy, careful selection of the speaker is of paramount importance, a) with regard to voice quality, and b) the pasoas ability to pmhw the material on a monotone, avoiding undue intensity fluctuations.
Any slight fluctuations in either amplilude or Fo. which are of course inevitable to acatain extent, havebceacoxrccted after micm e g g acision pxior to final storage of the segments for use.
EXAMPLE UTTERANCE
The WONI "Frauenheid" Contains 9 phonemes rfirganhdd. The speech signal is shown in figure 2 with segments marked. The miausegment s t " e is explained m the following:
The fmt two microsegments ...(f) and (il)a are consonantal segments whose contexts are only defined on one side. They also form a cluster and therefore have reduced individual durations.
Afta the f i d v e (rr )a, there follows a s(a) segment., the first part of the diphthang /nu/, which includes a transition from a dorsal c " n t towards an /a/. A quasiconstant a(a) microsegment forms the initial target of the /nu/ diphthong. nu(au) is the perceptually important transition subject to durational modification as afimctionof acccntd level, from the first to the secoad diphthong target 4 v ) . (u)a F i d e s the t " hm /nu/ to /a/. This would be followed by V(V) m other vowel-to-vowel m . but it is excluded in vowel-&schwa and vowel to /U/ sequences because it makes the unstressed vowel too long and promincat The ( o b transition follows immediately, and (n)h is the rmilataany spacified nasal segment Following a consonant, @)E onlyhas the following context speciiia the aspirated onset to an /si vowel is the phonetic realisation of /h/ in this context. It is followed by a quasi-stationary o (e) microsegment. (e)1 is the transitionary scamd half of /E/ leading to the apical lateral €0, from a period of silence for the closure t(t) and a release noise (t) .... which is followed by a pause (...). As mentioned above, the syllabic stress definitian in the phonemic string .rfirg?.-?.-nhdt/ is passed down to the onset and nucleus, Le. to the miaosegmcnts -(f) (rr)aa(a) .U(-) 4~). Since thm i s m coda in this particular syllable, the rule of coda exclusion does not apply.
whichhpr only thevocalicpncontext specified. Thew is fonned kuonational structuring is also caniedout m the time domain, on all segments &fined as "voiced", by modifying the duration of each pexiod during the part of the cycle which can be assumed to 6. SUMUARY AND CONCLUSION The synthesis system described above illusaam the application of r e q u i r e " t a n d m d & o n~g t i m e w i~u t s a c l i 6 c i n g synthesisquality unduly.
speech knowledge to the practical problem of reducing memory within a general signal concatenation approach, a combined phone-+ sub-phone-level inventory of signal segments is employed which respects consonantal place cues and other U a n s i t i d information contained in vocalic signal portions and exploits the less context-sensitive aspects of consonant realisations. Rhythmic structuring makes use of psychoacoustic constraints to allow reduced duration signal portions taken from stressed syllables to be used in unstressed contexts. The same duratid flexibility is applied to consonants to achieve correct durational patterns for different syllable stnactures. Melodic structure is obtained in a simple pitch-synchronous p " which uses the open phase of eachpaiod to change its duration As a result of the multiple use of eech microsegment and the strict timedomain processing. the memory requirements md the processing load are kept to minimum without undemdng the real-time performance of the system. The inventmy for G a " comprk 330 microsegments which at a sampling rate of 22 kHz and 8 bit resolution, require 700 KB of memory, r " p n s s e d .
The microsegment principle has the additional advantage of reducing the cost of extending a system to new voices. The t i m e required for recording and for segmenting the (reduced m o u n t of) speech material is only a small fraction of time needed for producing traditional diphone or demi-syllable mataiaZ
